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Abstract

The application of high-throughput genotyping or sequencing data helps us to understand the genomic response to natural and

artificial selection. In this study, we scanned the genomes of five indigenous buffalo populations belong to three recognized breeds,

adapted to different geographical and agro-ecological zones in Iran, to unravel the extent of genomic diversity and to localize

genomic regions and genes underwent past selection. A total of 46 river buffalo whole genomes, from West and East Azerbaijan,

Gilan, Mazandaran, and Khuzestan provinces, were resequenced. Our sequencing data reached to a coverage above 99% of the

river buffalo reference genome and an average read depth around 9.2� per sample. We identified 20.55 million SNPs, including

63,097 missense, 707 stop-gain, and 159 stop-loss mutations that might have functional consequences. Genomic diversity analyses

showed modest structuring among Iranian buffalo populations following frequent gene flow or admixture in the recent past.

Evidence of positive selection was investigated using both differentiation (Fst) and fixation (Pi) metrics. Analysis of fixation revealed

three genomic regions in all three breeds with aberrant polymorphism contents on BBU2, 20, and 21. Fixation signal on BBU2

overlapped with the OCA2-HERC2 genes, suggestive of adaptation to UV exposure through pigmentation mechanism. Further

validation using resequencing data from other five bovine species as well as the Axiom Buffalo Genotyping Array 90K data of river

and swamp buffaloes indicated that these fixation signals persisted across river and swamp buffaloes and extended to taurine cattle,

implying an ancient evolutionary event occurred before the speciation of buffalo and taurine cattle. These results contributed to our

understanding of major genetic switches that took place during the evolution of modern buffaloes.
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Introduction

The domestic water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) is an important

livestock species for livelihoods in tropical and subtropical

regions with hot and humid climates. Water buffaloes are a

source of milk, meat, and draught power, having a significant

impact on the rural economy (Zhang et al. 2016, 2020;

Iamartino et al. 2017; Mokhber et al. 2018). They utilize less

digestible feeds than cattle, making them easier to be main-

tained with locally available roughages (Bartocci et al. 1997;

Agarwal et al. 2008; Sarwar et al. 2009). The world popula-

tion of domestic water buffaloes are around 202 million

(http://www.fao.org/faostat/), of which 174 million are pre-

sent in Asia, 5 million in Africa (only in Egypt), 3.5 million in

America (mostly in Brazil), and some small populations in

Europe and Australia (Borghese 2013; Williams et al. 2017;

Zhang et al. 2020).

Domestic water buffalo is classified into two major cate-

gories: river buffalo (Bubalus bubalis bubalis, 2n ¼ 50) and

swamp buffalo (Bubalus bubalis carabanensis, 2n ¼ 48).

Cytogenetically, a fusion between river buffalo BBU4 and

BBU9 is comparable to swamp buffalo BBU1 (Iannuzzi and

Di Meo 2009), otherwise all chromosomes and chromosomal

arms are conserved between these two subspecies. Although

their taxonomical status is still being debated, a growing body

of molecular evidence supports the scenario of two indepen-

dent domestication events (Kumar et al. 2007; Colli et al.

2018). River buffalo was likely domesticated in the Indian

sub-continent and has been spreading to the west across

Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the Italian peninsula

(Kumar et al. 2007; Mokhber et al. 2018). The swamp buffalo

was probably domesticated in a region close to the border

between China and Indochina (Zhang et al. 2011, 2016,

2020; Wang et al. 2017) and has been migrating to

Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, central and eastern China

(Zhang et al. 2011; Colli et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2020).

The river and swamp buffaloes display distinct morphological

and behavioral traits. The swamp buffalo has primarily been

used for draught power with no formally recognized breed

worldwide. The river buffalo, however, has been selected for

dairy production with several recognized breeds which are

distributed in a wide geography and diverse agro-

ecosystems across many countries (Yang et al. 2007; Zhang

et al. 2020).

Several studies have been conducted to characterize the

level and distribution of molecular diversity in domestic water

buffalo populations using microsatellite markers (Barker et al.

1997; Arora et al. 2004; Sukla et al. 2006; Triwitayakorn et al.

2006; El-Kholy et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2007, 2011; Elbeltagy

et al. 2008; Mishra et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2012; Jaayid and

Dragh 2013; €Ozkan €Unal et al. 2014; Uffo et al. 2017). Recent

studies on buffaloes have used SNP array genotypes to iden-

tify the footprints of past selection (Iamartino et al. 2017; Colli

et al. 2018; Mokhber et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019). Array gen-

otypes, however, suffer from ascertainment biases (AB)

caused by the origin of samples and process applied to dis-

cover the SNPs. For example, the Axiom Buffalo Genotyping

Array 90K was overrepresented by river buffalo breeds in the

SNP discovery panel, therefore this array was affected by cer-

tain degree of AB when it was used for genotyping swamp

buffaloes (Iamartino et al. 2017). The development of a

swamp buffalo specific array was then recommended (Colli

et al. 2018). Though this array contains 90,000 putative SNPs

(Iamartino et al. 2017), the final data sets retained only

20,463 SNPs for swamp buffaloes and 52,637 SNPs for

both river and swamp buffaloes after quality control (Colli

et al. 2018), resulting in a limited resolution of genome cov-

erage by informative SNPs. Moreover, in the absence of a

buffalo genome reference assembly at the time, these studies

aligned the arrayed SNPs or resequencing reads to the cattle

genome assembly as a reference to map the detected varia-

tions (Iamartino et al. 2017; Colli et al. 2018; Mokhber et al.

2018; Li et al. 2019). The first reference genome assembly of a

Mediterranean river buffalo (UOA_WB_1) based on the

PacBio long-read sequencing data provides a new opportunity

to map such genomic variations at chromosomal scale, which

allows a depth investigation of the genomic diversity and ad-

aptation of domestic water buffaloes at high resolution of

genome coverage (Low et al. 2019).

The buffaloes are one of the vital domestic animals distrib-

uted throughout north, northwest, south, and southwest of

Iran. This livestock species is raised in several agro-ecological

regions with different temperatures, humidity, and altitudes.

Significance

This study describes the results of a high-resolution genome scan to investigate the footprints of historical adaptation

in the genome of water buffalo. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive effort to study the

adaptation in river buffalo populations indigenous to Iran. To this end, we sequenced the whole genomes of 46 Iranian

buffaloes and employed available whole-genome sequencing data from five bovine species, including cattle, gayal,

bison, banteng, and yak. Additionally, the 90K array genotyping data of river and swamp buffaloes were further used

to validate our results. Our findings provide a genome-wide map of past selection in water buffalo, exemplified with

several striking selective sweeps during their speciation. We believe that these results will be relevant to a growing

number of genomic studies in evolutionary biology and a broad range of Genome Biology and Evolution readers.
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Iranian buffalo populations are assumed to be all of river type

and divided into three main breeds of Azeri, Khuzestan, and

Mezandrani (Ghavi et al. 2012; Pournourali et al. 2015; Safari

et al. 2018).

Azeri buffaloes are distributed in the north to northwest of

the country (e.g., Gilan, Ardabil, and Azerbaijan provinces)

with a population of 119,000 heads. This breed has a small

body size and gray body color with white spots (fig. 1) (Safari

et al. 2018). Azeri buffaloes are phenotypically similar to

Mediterranean river buffaloes, believed to be descended

from the same ancestors (Borghese 2013). The lactation du-

ration persists for 200–220 days with an average milk yield of

1,300 kg and fat content of 6.8%. The body weight is 400–

600 kg for adult males and 350–500 kg for females. Age at

the first calving is around 34 months, and birth weight is 37 kg

for male and 30 kg for female calves. Azeri buffaloes are well

adapted to average temperatures of 35 �C in the summer and

5 �C in the winter (Borghese 2013; Mokhber et al. 2018;

Safari et al. 2018).

Khuzestani buffaloes are distributed in the west and south-

west, mainly in Khuzestan province, with a population of

81,000 animals (Mokhber et al. 2018). Khuzestan buffaloes

have a large body size of 600–800 kg and are likely the big-

gest buffaloes in the world (Borghese 2013). The skin color is

often black or dark brown with some white spots on the

frontal part or the legs and feet (fig. 1). The lactation period

persists for 210–250 days with an average milk yield of

2,107 kg and fat content of 6.23%. The age at the first calv-

ing is around 26 months, and birth weight is 42 kg for male

and 35 kg for female calves (Borghese 2013; Mokhber et al.

2018; Safari et al. 2018). The breed is adapted to hot climate

with an average temperature of 45 �C in the summer and

15 �C in the winter.

Mazandrani breed is distributed in the north of the country,

mainly in Mazandaran province and the Miankaleh protected

peninsula with a relatively small population of 4,000 buffaloes

(fig. 1) (Borghese 2013; Mokhber et al. 2018; Safari et al.

2018). The lactation duration is 220–230 days with an aver-

age milk yield of 1,300 kg and fat content of 6.75%. The

adult males weigh up to 600 kg whereas adult females may

reach to 500 kg. Age at the first calving is around 36 months,

and birth weights for male and female calves are 40 and

32 kg, respectively. Mazandarani buffaloes are present in

the area with an average temperature of 30 �C in the summer

with high humidity and 5 �C in the winter (Aminafshar et al.

2008; Sanjabi et al. 2009).

The farming systems differ among these breeds. In

Khuzestan, buffaloes are raised outdoors throughout the

FIG. 1.—Sampling information of buffaloes in Iran. (A) Geographic location of Iran in the world map (southwest of Asia) and country-wide geographic

distributions of the buffaloes. (B) Photos of the three breeds of Iranian indigenous buffaloes with different phenotypes.
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year, often living in the marshes, whereas buffaloes are

housed in Azerbaijan and Mazandaran in the autumn and

winter (Kianzad 2000; Borghese 2013). Azeri and

Khuzestani buffaloes are dominant breeds in Iran in terms

of their population sizes (Aminafshar et al. 2008; Mokhber

et al. 2018).

In this study, we resequenced and mapped the whole

genomes from 46 Iranian river buffaloes to the river buffalo

reference genome (UOA_WB_1), to study their genomic var-

iability and population genomic structure as well as to localize

genomic signatures of past selection. Using whole-genome

sequencing information rather than genotypes from prese-

lected SNP panels avoids the problems caused by AB and

thus provides additional power to detect selection signatures

which were probably missed in previous studies. Also, by us-

ing the available sequencing data from other bovine species

as well as re-mapping of the SNP genotypes from large pop-

ulations of swamp and river buffaloes to the river buffalo

reference genome, we further validated our results. This study

reports a genome-wide map of selection signatures in the

buffalo genomes exemplified by several striking selective

sweeps during their speciation and domestication.

Materials and Methods

Genetic Materials

Sequencing Data

Blood samples of 46 buffaloes were collected from West

Azerbaijan (7), East Azerbaijan (9), Gilan (10), Mazandaran

(10), and Khuzestan (10) provinces (table 1 and fig. 1).

Population acronyms are defined as WAZ for West

Azerbaijan, EAZ for East Azerbaijan, GIL for Gilan, MAZ for

Mazandaran, and KHU for Khuzestan. The buffalo popula-

tions in the country are kept by smallholders, as such most of

the herds consisted of 2–5 animals whereas some herds have

20–50 and very few own 200–300 buffaloes. Samples were

collected from multiple herds, for example, maximal two

unrelated animals per herd selected based on available pedi-

gree and owner’s information, to avoid inbreeding and to

represent most of the available genetic diversity (supplemen-

tary table S1, Supplementary Material online).

A further set of sequencing data from other five bovine

species (Wu et al. 2018), including cattle (N¼ 74), gayal (23),

bison (12), banteng (8), and yak (7), were retrieved from the

Sequence Read Archive (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra;

accession codes: PRJNA396672, PRJNA427536 and

PRJNA422979) and used in this study.

Array Genotyping Data

We also used SNP array data from Colli et al. (2018) with 165

river and 181 swamp buffaloes available from the Dryad

Repository (https://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/

dryad.h0cc7). These individuals were sampled from 15 river

and 16 swamp buffalo populations and genotyped with the

Axiom Buffalo Genotyping Array 90K from Affymetrix

(Iamartino et al. 2017).

Genome Resequencing and Bioinformatics Pipeline

DNA was extracted from whole blood samples using the

DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen Kit). Following the

Illumina standard protocol, genomic libraries with insert size

�350 bp were constructed and sequenced using the HiSeq

2500 instrument.

Raw sequence reads were filtered by removing adaptors

using the AdapterRemoval program version 2.1.1 (https://

adapterremoval.readthedocs.io/en/latest/; Schubert et al.

2016) and low-quality bases using the QualityTrim program

(https://bitbucket.org/arobinson/qualitytrim) with following

parameters “-s -a 20 -l 50 -N 3 -z 1,” where -s was the

trim start of sequence, -a the minimum read average quality,

-l the minimum read length, -N the maximum N base, and -z

the input file type. We kept all default parameters but only set

the maximum N base to a higher value at 3 to ensure our data

at very stringent quality. Qualified reads were then aligned to

the river buffalo reference genome UOA_WB_1 (Low et al.

2019) using the MEM algorithm implemented in the Burrows-

Wheeler Aligner version 0.7.15-r1140 (http://bio-bwa.source-

forge.net/bwa.shtml; Li and Durbin 2009). Reads were sorted

and duplicates were marked with MarkDuplicates module

implemented in the Picard Tools program version 2.9.0

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/index.html). Local re-

alignment was carried out using the RealignerTargetCreator

and IndelRealigner tools in the Genome Analysis Toolkit

(GATK, version 3.7) (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/;

Table 1

Summary of Resequencing and Mapping Data and Estimates of Nucleotide Diversity (Pi) and Coefficient of Inbreeding (Fis) within Iranian Buffalo Populations

Population Code No. of Samples Depth Total Reads Mapping Ratio (%) Mean Pi 6 SD Mean Fis

West Azerbaijan WAZ 7 8.2 230,167,476 99.69 0.00236 0.0009 �0.0856

East Azerbaijan EAZ 9 9.3 256,304,521 99.65 0.00236 0.0009 �0.0384

Gilan GIL 10 9.0 251,652,834 99.60 0.00226 0.0009 �0.0066

Mazandaran MAZ 10 9.1 256,655,094 99.61 0.00216 0.0009 �0.0319

Khuzestan KHU 10 10.3 264,462,875 99.57 0.00226 0.0009 �0.0672
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McKenna et al. 2010). Variants were then called using the

UnifiedGenotyper in the GATK.

To remove possible false positive SNPs, the hard filters were

applied to the raw SNPs using the GATK (supplementary fig.

S1, Supplementary Material online) according to the criteria

applied by Wu et al. (2018) as follows: QUAL < 30;

QualByDepth (QD) < 2.0; RMSMappingQuality (MQ)

< 40.0; MappingQualityRankSumTest (MQRankSum)

< �12.5; ReadPosRankSumTest (ReadPosRankSum)

< �8.0; and HaplotypeScore > 13.0. It is well-known

that sex chromosomes (X and Y) follow different evolu-

tionary models because they are not the same in sizes

and only share very small portions in genomic homology,

therefore the variants on sex chromosomes are usually

handled separately from the autosomal SNPs which

show very dynamic evolution determined by recombina-

tion between homologous chromosomes. In the refer-

ence buffalo genome Bubalus bubalis UOA_WB_1,

there is no Y chromosome, it is impossible to align and

map the Y-chromosome linked resequencing data.

Therefore, in our current analysis, only autosomal bi-

allelic SNPs that passed the quality control were used

for following analyses.

The same quality control procedures and parameters were

applied to the sequencing reads and SNP calling of the 124

bovine animals based on alignment to the Bos taurus refer-

ence genome assembly UMD3.1 (Zimin et al. 2009), as what

was done by Wu et al. (2018). The same quality control pro-

cedures and parameters as implemented by Colli et al. (2018)

were replicated for the SNP array data of the 165 river and

181 swamp buffaloes whereas the qualified SNPs were

mapped based on their coordinates to river buffalo reference

genome UOA_WB_1 (Low et al. 2019).

Common/Shared SNPs across the Five Populations and

Population-Specific SNPs

Because sample size affects the number of SNPs per popula-

tion, we accounted for this effect by random sampling of

seven individuals from each population except for WAZ

with only seven samples and an average value was taken

over 10 times of the sampling using a Python script (https://

github.com/JingfangSI/SnpCountCU/).

Annotation of Genetic Variants

SNPs were functionally classified as InDels, synonymous, mis-

sense, upstream, downstream, intergenic, intronic, UTRs,

stop-gain, and stop-loss variants in reference to the NCBI

Bubalus bubalis Annotation Release 101 using the SnpEff ver-

sion 4.3T (http://snpeff.sourceforge.net/SnpEff.html,

Cingolani et al. 2012).

Estimation of Average Nucleotide Diversity (Pi) and
Coefficient of Inbreeding (Fis) within Populations

The VCFtools (https://vcftools.github.io/man_latest.html,

Danecek et al. 2011) were used to estimate Pi in overlapping

windows of 40 kb with steps of 20 kb (Rubin et al. 2010). We

used a filtration strategy similar to previous studies (Jones,

et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2020a; 2020b). To avoid inflated

estimates, windows with fewer than 50 or more than 500

SNPs were removed (14,669 out of 619,705 [2.37%] total

windows) as these likely consisted of larger structural variants.

This quality control procedure did not affect the distribution

pattern of SNPs (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary

Material online). The remaining 605,036 windows (97.63%)

were used to calculate the average and standard deviation of

Pi values per population. The coefficient of inbreeding (Fis;

Wright 1949), as a measure of lost heterozygosity after sub-

structuring in every buffalo population from their common

ancestors, was also estimated for individual Iranian buffalo

populations. For this, we compared the heterozygosity in

each buffalo population on the basis of all SNPs segregating

in their common ancestors. By using the command line “–

hardy gz” implemented in the PLINK program version 1.9

(https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink2/, Purcell et al. 2007;

Chang et al. 2015), the observed (Ohet) and expected

(Ehet) heterozygosity were obtained, which were then used

to estimate Fis following the formula Fis ¼ 1 – Ohet/Ehet for

each SNP and the final averaged Fis for each population. The

same method was applied to calculate the average observed

heterozygosity of each of the 20,463 qualified and mapped

SNPs in 327 buffaloes (Colli et al. 2018), which were used to

build the plot of heterozygosity distributions of these SNPs

along the buffalo chromosomes.

Analysis of Population Genetic Structure and Relatedness

The autosomal SNPs were further filtered for missing geno-

types and pruning of genotypes at high linkage disequilibrium

(LD) with options ‘–indep-pairwise 50 10 0.2 –geno 0’ using

the PLINK program, where 50 was as the window size and 10

as the step of each sliding window in kb, 0.2 as the r2 for LD

while 0 meant no missing genotype allowed. The GCTA pro-

gram version 1.26 (http://cnsgenomics.com/software/gcta/

#Overview, Yang et al. 2011) was used to perform principal

component analysis (PCA) from qualified autosomal SNPs to

examine the genetic relationship among the five Iranian buf-

falo populations. Also, the identity-by-state (IBS) matrix was

generated based on the proportion of alleles shared between

46 buffaloes after the transformation of SNPs data into PED

format for the option ‘–distance square ibs’ using the PLINK

program. We further examined the genetic structure among

the five populations using the ADMIXTURE program version

1.3 (http://software.genetics.ucla.edu/admixture). The model

built in the program includes a cross-validation method,

allowing the identification of an optimal value of potential
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ancestries (K) among all samples (Alexander et al. 2009). We

also employed the TreeMix software version 1.13 (https://bit-

bucket.org/nygcresearch/treemix/wiki/Home, Pickrell and

Pritchard 2012) to construct a ML phylogenetic tree for all

the five Iranian buffalo populations with 1 to 4 migration

events to examine their split and subsequent gene flow.

Detection of Selective Sweeps

We employed the fixation index (Fst) as a measure of popu-

lation differentiation due to genetic substructuring (Weir and

Cockerham 1984) and also nucleotide diversity (Pi) metrics to

detect selection signatures using the VCFtools. In the first

step, we explored the differentiation of SNPs between the

five Iranian buffalo populations and also between KHZ and

other four populations (MAZ, GIL, WAZ, and EAZ). Then to

reduce locus-to-locus variation in the inference of selection,

Fst values of individual SNPs were averaged in 40 kb windows

with steps of 20 kb across the genomes (Rubin et al. 2010)

with following parameters “–weir-fst-pop pop1.txt –weir-fst-

pop pop2.txt –fst-window-size 40000 –fst-window-step

20000 –out Fst_pop1_pop2_sliding.txt.” The window-based

Fst values were then normalized using Z-transformation (ZFst)

for plotting their distributions along the chromosomes. In the

second step, we searched the genomic regions with high

degrees of fixation. For this, we compared Pi along the chro-

mosomes. Pi values were estimated in overlapping windows

of 40 kb with steps of 20 kb (Rubin et al. 2010) with following

parameters “–window-pi 40000 –window-pi-step 20000”

and were then Z-transformed for plotting their distributions

along the chromosomes. Based on the alignment of sequence

synteny between the river buffalo chromosomes with the bo-

vine genome sequence assembly (Btau_4.0) (Amaral et al.

2008) and their gene coordinates, the Pi values of qualified

SNPs of the five bovine species mapped onto BTA2 and

BTA23 corresponding to BBU2 (Wu et al. 2018) were calcu-

lated and the Z-transformed Pi (ZPi) were used to plot for their

distributions. To confirm the result of the five bovine species,

the corresponding genomic regions on BTA23 from taurine

cattle reference genome UMD3.1 (Zimin et al. 2009) released

in 2014 (from 2,475,803 at the start of PRIM2 to 3,058,878 at

the end of ZNF451) and ARS-UCD1.2 (Rosen et al. 2020) re-

leased in 2018 (from 2,560,544 to 3,144,946) were aligned

to examine their genomic completeness and the order of an-

notated genes.

Results

Our clean data ranged from 203,518,115 to 323,251,933

reads per sample, reached to a coverage above 99% of the

river buffalo reference genome UOA_WB_1 and an average

read depth around 9.2� per sample (table 1). After the first

filtering process, 20,546,654 autosomal SNPs were obtained

from all 46 Iranian buffaloes. These SNPs were distributed in

an average density of one SNP in around every 150 bp of the

river buffalo reference genome. The number of common/

shared SNPs were 11.186 million (54.44%) across the five

Iranian buffalo populations while the numbers of population

specific SNPs varied between 315,212 (1.53%) in MAZ and

488,915 (2.38%) in EAZ. Most SNPs were located in inter-

genic (54.12%) and intronic (43.55%) regions. Furthermore,

9.85% of the SNPs were mapped within the regions in up-

stream or downstream of transcription starting or ending sites

while only 0.31% were annotated as missense and stop gain/

loss mutations (fig. 2).

Analysis of Genomic Diversity and Differentiation

The comparison of SNP frequency profiles revealed no sub-

stantial difference among the Iranian buffalo populations

(data not shown). In general, the distribution of SNP frequen-

cies across all five populations showed a marked overrepre-

sentation of infrequent alleles (fig. 3A), consistent with the

patterns observed for high-quality genotyping or

FIG. 2.—Venn diagram showing the numbers of shared SNPs across the five populations and private SNPs for each population of Iranian buffaloes along

with a tabled summary of the variants detected.
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resequencing data in many other organisms including

humans (Li et al. 2010), cattle, and chickens (Qanbari et al.

2014, 2019). Genome-wide nucleotide diversity (Pi) estimates

also showed no difference among the five populations while

very low and negative coefficients of inbreeding (Fis) indicated

the presence of little outbreeding among the five populations,

an indication of traditional indiscriminate mating practiced in

Iranian buffaloes (table 1).

After the second filtering process, 1,409,993 SNPs with

missing genotypes and 17,702,880 SNPs with highly linked

genotypes were removed, only 1,433,841 SNPs were retained

for following analyses. PCA detected a moderate separation

of KHZ from other four populations at PC1 while MAZ further

differentiated from the remaining three populations at PC2

(fig. 3B). The IBS distances grouped most buffaloes into the

expected sources of their corresponding breeds (fig. 3C). The

population-genetic substructuring based on the admixture

analysis identified a very frequent gene flow between the

two populations sampled from East (EAZ) and West (WAZ)

Azerbaijan provinces, whereas most GIL individuals were

highly mixed with EAZ and WAZ, validating all these three

populations to be of Azeri breed. Similar to the PCA result,

MAZ and KHU carried rather homogenous but independent

genetic backgrounds with no gene flow from Azeri breed

(fig. 3D). The TreeMix result indicated the direction of gene

flow from MAZ to GIL and KHU and from EAZ to WAZ and

KHU (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).

Genome-Wide Selection Signatures

Analysis of Differentiation

In the first step, we sought to estimate the magnitude of

inter-population differentiation using information from SNP

frequencies. However, all genome-wide scans based on the

ZFst values between the five Iranian buffalo populations

revealed no clear signal (supplementary fig. S4,

FIG. 3.—The site frequency spectrum (SFS) and genomic differentiation based on the resequencing data of 46 Iranian buffaloes. (A) SFS is represented

for missense, synonymous, and intergenic SNPs based on the annotations of 20,546,654 autosomal SNPs. (B) PCA plot of five Iranian buffalo populations. (C)

Visualization of the IBS distances between 46 Iranian buffaloes. (D) Genetic structuring of five Iranian buffalo populations. Acronyms are defined as West

Azerbaijan (WAZ), East Azerbaijan (EAZ), Gilan (GIL), Mazandaran (MAZ), and Khuzestan (KHU).
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Supplementary Material online). KHU has an isolated geo-

graphic distribution and distinct profile of phenotypes relative

to other four buffalo populations/breeds, and was also clearly

separated in PCA, IBS distances and admixture analysis at

K¼ 4 (fig. 3). We therefore examined the differentiation be-

tween KHU and other four populations/breeds (MAZ, GIL,

WAZ, and EAZ). Given the small sample size (n¼ 10) available

in KHU, this analysis was designated only to detect stand-

alone Fst signals emerging from possible cases of extreme

divergences. To this end, Fst values were estimated locally

for each SNP and then averaged in 40 kb windows with steps

of 20 kb along the chromosomes (fig. 4).

Genome-wide analysis of differentiation identified 18

regions with the highest ZFst values > 7.0 and they dis-

tributed nonuniformly across the genomes. Annotation of

these regions using the UOA_WB_1 river buffalo reference

genome (NCBI Bubalus bubalis Annotation Release 101)

was performed to locate candidate genes within the se-

lected regions. List of candidate genes identified is pre-

sented in table 2.

FIG. 4.—Genome-wide distributions of ZFst values between KHU and other four populations (WAZ, EAZ, MAZ, and GIL). Signals marked by stars

represent regions lacking annotated genes.

Table 2

A Summary of Candidate Genes Identified in Differentiation Analysis

BBU Bin_Start Bin_End No. of SNPs Fst ZFst Genes Function/Associationa

1 123,360,001 123,400,000 186 0.370 7.775 LPP Cell adhesion

2 200,001 240,000 146 0.347 7.239 DUSP22 Cellular response to epidermal growth factor

2 200,001 240,000 146 0.347 7.239 IRF4 Defense response to cell differentiation

3 45,240,001 45,280,000 73 0.338 7.034 SUZ12 Chromatin DNA binding

3 45,260,001 45,300,000 124 0.371 7.782 CRLF3 Transition of mitotic cell cycle

5 7,460,001 7,500,000 151 0.370 7.765 TRAF3IP3 Adapter molecule

5 7,440,001 7,480,000 113 0.339 7.053 HSD11B1 Lung development

6 114,620,001 114,720,000 1,313 0.370 7.626 AGAP1 Actin cytoskeleton

8 49,040,001 49,080,000 348 0.370 7.756 LAMB4 Cell adhesion—embryonic development

8 52,140,001 52,180,000 40 0.343 7.150 TFEC Cellular response to heat

11 80,880,001 80,920,000 138 0.367 7.688 LRP10 Inner ear development

11 80,880,001 80,920,000 138 0.367 7.688 PRMT5 Endothelial cell activation—liver regeneration

11 80,880,001 80,920,000 138 0.367 7.688 RBM23 Pre-mRNA splicing process

11 80,880,001 80,920,000 138 0.367 7.688 REM2 Gated calcium channel activity

12 92,220,001 92,260,000 279 0.344 7.170 DAB2IP Layer formation in cerebral cortex—neuron projection morphogenesis

15 8,280,001 8,320,000 162 0.370 7.758 RIPK2 Adaptive immune response–apoptotic process

18 14,140,001 14,180,000 68 0.396 8.372 CDK10 Cell projection organization—regulation of cilium assembly

18 14,140,001 14,180,000 68 0.396 8.372 CHMP1A Endosome transport—midbody abscission—nucleus organization

18 14,320,001 14,360,000 104 0.388 8.172 DEF8 Intracellular signal transduction—regulation of bone resorption

18 14,200,001 14,240,000 100 0.337 7.017 FANCA Female and male gonad development

18 14,200,001 14,240,000 100 0.337 7.017 SPIRE2 Cleavage furrow formation

18 14,160,001 14,200,000 78 0.390 8.223 ZNF276 Zinc ion binding

18 14,340,001 14,380,000 123 0.384 8.087 GAS8 Brain development—sperm motility

18 62,260,001 62,300,000 202 0.353 7.367 EPS8L1 Regulation of ruffle assembly

18 62,260,001 62,300,000 202 0.353 7.367 PPP1R12C Actin cytoskeleton

aGene functions derived from either https://www.uniprot.org, https://www.genecards.org, or https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene.
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Analysis of fixation

In a further step, we employed nucleotide diversity (Pi) metric

to measure the degree of fixation across the genomes. In

accordance with differentiation analysis, Pi values were esti-

mated in overlapping windows of 40 kb with steps of 20 kb.

Based on the plot of window-based ZPi values along all chro-

mosomes, we observed the most strikingly contrasted distri-

bution patterns in three genomic regions located on BBU2,

20, and 21 displaying aberrant polymorphism contents with

the ZPi values less than �2 (fig. 5A, supplementary figs. S5

and S6, Supplementary Material online). In total, 363 win-

dows exceeded this threshold representing 0.3% of all win-

dows across the genome. Based on the annotation of these

regions on the UOA_WB_1 river buffalo reference genome

(NCBI Bubalus bubalis Annotation Release 101), 19 candidate

genes were detected within the overlapping fixation signals

(table 3, Tables S2 and S3, Supplementary Material online).

The strongest signal of fixation was localized on BBU2

spanning over 49.3–53.6 Mb (fig. 5A). The distributions

of observed heterozygosity of SNPs from the 327 buffaloes

FIG. 5.—(A) The pattern of nucleotide diversity for the candidate region localized on BBU2 in Iranian indigenous buffaloes. (B) The pattern of observed

heterozygosity in the candidate region of BBU2 derived from 90K SNP array genotypes from both river and swamp buffaloes. (C) A detailed graphical

representation of the candidate region of BBU2 in Iranian indigenous buffaloes with the location of candidate genes and mutations listed underneath. (D)

The pattern of nucleotide diversity based on sequencing data in the homologous candidate region localized on BTA23 of Bos taurus.
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(Colli et al. 2018) mapped to this region also displayed a very

similar pattern (fig. 5B). The candidate genes underlying this

region are oculocutaneous albinism type 2 (OCA2) and HECT

domain and RCC1-like domain-containing protein 2 (HERC2)

(fig. 5C). OCA2 is known as the melanocyte-specific trans-

porter protein, a major determinant of melanogenesis and

mammalian pigmentary system. HERC2 gene functions as

the repressor of OCA2 expression (Kayser et al. 2008). The

polymorphisms in OCA2-HERC2 genes were reported to con-

trol skin, hair, and eye pigmentation in humans, mice, and

zebrafish models (reviewed in Sturm 2009; Donnelly et al.

2012; Yang et al. 2016). The OCA2 was also suggested to

be involved in meat color and quality traits in pigs (Steibel

et al. 2011). The fixation signal on BBU2 further overlapped

the KH RNA Binding Domain Containing, Signal Transduction

Associated 2 (KHDRBS2) and RAS-associated protein RAB23

(RAB23) genes. Fixation signals on BBU20 (supplementary fig.

S4, Supplementary Material online) and BBU21 (supplemen-

tary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online) were linked with

genes of small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide N

(SNRPN) upstream reading frame (SNURF) (SNRPN/SNURF) in-

volved in RNA processing and ELKS/RAB6-interacting/CAST

family member 2 (ERC2) functioning as regulators of neuro-

transmitter release, respectively.

The distributions of Z-transformed Pi (ZPi) values of quali-

fied SNPs of the five bovine species (Wu et al. 2018) mapped

to the homologous regions on BTA2 (BTA2: 0.5–1.0 Mb cor-

responding to BBU2: 52.7–53.6 Mb) and BTA23 (BTA23:

�2.4–3.1 Mb to BBU2: �49.3–52.0 Mb and �52.7–53.6

Mb) identified reduced variability only at the larger sweep in

taurine cattle (BBU2: �49.3–52.0 Mb) (fig. 5D). A close ex-

amination of the homologous genomic DNA sequences of the

river buffalo reference genome UOA_WB_1 (BBU2: �49.3–

52.0 Mb) and the two versions of Bos taurus reference ge-

nome UMD3.1 (Zimin et al. 2009) and ARS-UCD1.2 (BTA23:

�2.4–3.1 Mb, Rosen et al. 2020) indicated no gap in this

region for UOA_WB_1 and ARS-UCD1.2 but 13 gaps in

UMD3.1, however, the three genomic regions shared the

same order of the four annotated genes (PRIM2, RAB23,

BAG2, and ZNF451, fig. 5D). The alignment of this 583-kb

long genomic region from UMD3.1 (from 2,475,803 at the

start of PRIM2 to 3,058,878 at the end of ZNF451) and ARS-

UCD1.2 (from 2,560,544 to 3,144,946) on BTA23 indicated

that all the 14 fragments in UMD3.1 were completely

mapped to ARS-UCD1.2 in the same orientations and the

13 gaps in 17–1,048 bp in UMD3.1 were all closed in ARS-

UCD1.2. This finding suggested that the shared pattern of

reduced nucleotide diversity in this sweep between the buf-

faloes and taurine cattle, which had the largest sample size

(74) among the five bovine species, was rather reliable.

Nevertheless, this observation warrants further validation as

we could not completely rule out possible InDel artifacts in the

long-read-based ARS-UCD1.2 reference genome.

Discussion

This study primarily aimed at assessing the magnitude of ge-

nomic diversity among the Iranian indigenous buffalo popu-

lations/breeds which were found to carry 20,546,654

autosomal SNPs throughout their genomes, of which

11.186 million were shared by all Iranian buffaloes (fig. 2

and table 1). Their population-genetic substructuring was

also evaluated by various methodologies, including PCA, IBS

distance, and admixture. These analyses based on the SNP

information derived from the whole-genome resequencing

data indicated a moderate genetic differentiation and sub-

structuring among the Iranian indigenous buffaloes with

Azeri, Khuzestani, and Mazandrani breeds being clearly sep-

arated from each other. Nevertheless, there was frequent

gene flow among the three populations belonging to Azeri

buffaloes distributed in northwestern Iran (fig. 3). This obser-

vation was consistent with phenotypic differences among the

Iranian buffaloes (Ghavi et al. 2012; Pournourali et al. 2015;

Safari et al. 2018) and also with a recent study on two Iranian

Table 3

List of Candidate Genes Overlapping the Fixed Regions on BBU2

Bin_Start Bin_End Size (bp) No. of SNPs Pi (%) ZPi Genes Function/Associationa

49,280,001 49,320,000 40,000 185 0.08 �0.484 ZNF451 Growth factor beta receptor signaling

pathway—cellular response to heat

49,300,001 49,340,000 40,000 120 0.04 �1.260 BAG2 Protein stabilization—protein folding

49,320,001 49,360,000 40,000 138 0.05 �0.992 RAB23 Craniofacial suture morphogenesis

49,460,001 49,820,000 360,000 940 0.03 �1.459 PRIM2 DNA replication

51,420,001 52,160,000 740,000 2,291 0.02 �1.577 KHDRBS2 Regulation of mRNA splicing

52,900,001 52,980,000 80,000 109 0.02 �1.696 LGSN Nitrogen metabolic process—glutamine biosynthetic process

53,000,001 53,340,000 40,000 682 0.02 �1.629 OCA2 Eye pigment biosynthetic process—melanin biosynthetic

process—melanocyte differentiation

53,320,001 53,580,000 26,0000 588 0.03 �1.556 HERC2 Spermatogenesis—like growth factor

receptor—blue eye color and blond hair

aGene functions derived from either https://www.uniprot.org, https://www.genecards.org or https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene.
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breeds of Azeri and Khuzestani buffaloes (Mokhber et al.

2018) genotyped using the Affymetrix Axiom Buffalo

Genotyping Array 90K (Iamartino et al. 2017).

A further objective of the study was to identify genomic

signatures of adaption to diverse geographical and climatic

conditions. The Khuzestan buffaloes are dispersed in the

southwest of Iran, mainly in Khuzestan province with very

high average temperatures of 45 and 15 �C in the summer

and winter, respectively. However, Azeri and Mazandaran

breeds live in the north and north-west with almost identical

climatic conditions and at average temperature of 30 �C in the

summer and 5 �C in the winter (Sanjabi et al. 2009; Mokhber

et al. 2018). These three breeds also differ in terms of mor-

phological and physiological characteristics, for example,

Khuzestan buffaloes have larger body and higher milk yield

than Azeri and Mazandarani breeds (fig. 1) (Safari et al. 2018).

Evidence of positive selection was investigated through

two approaches. First, we measured local divergence using

Fst metric (Weir and Cockerham 1984) to identify genomic

regions evolved for diverse adaptation (Bonin et al. 2007).

Considering the geographic distribution, phenotypic, and

phylogenetic patterns among the five Iranian populations,

we designed the Fst analysis to visualize the differentiation

between KHZ and other four populations including WAZ,

WAZ, GIL, and MAZ. We focused only on the top 18 genomic

regions with the highest ZFst values (fig. 4). Although such a

pattern of differentiation was expected, it was different from

the motivation of this analysis to locate the stand-alone cases

of differentiation. After annotating these regions on the

UOA_WB_1 genome assembly, a total of 25 candidate genes

were recognized with diverse biological functions involved in

cellular responses to heat and epidermal growth factor, im-

mune responses, embryonic development, cell adhesion, and

cytoskeleton (table 2). This experiment, however, failed to

locate a standalone case of gene divergence due probably

to the confounding effects of small sample size and genetic

drift in shaping the emerged differentiation profile.

Second, nucleotide diversity metric (Pi) was employed to

measure the degree of fixation along the chromosomes.

Fixation analysis revealed genomic regions with aberrant pat-

terns of polymorphisms on BBU2, 20, and 21 (fig. 5, supple-

mentary figs. S5 and S6, tables S2 and S3, Supplementary

Material online). The observed signal on BBU2 (fig. 5A)

showed the strongest fixation pattern, therefore we decided

to explore it further. To this end, we first examined the degree

of differentiation locally among the Iranian buffaloes to learn

if these populations have adapted to different agro-ecological

zones by diverse haplotypes in these genomic regions. Fst

analysis revealed no indication of local divergence among

the Iranian buffalo populations (supplementary fig. S7A,

Supplementary Material online), likely suggesting an adapta-

tion prior to domestication and migration of riverine buffalo

to the Iranian Plateau. We further explored the candidate

regions by employing the data reported by Colli et al. (2018)

and Deng et al. (2019). The SNPs from Colli et al. (2018) were

originally mapped against the cattle reference genome

whereas Deng et al. (2019) aligned the SNPs to the recently

published river buffalo UOA_WB_1 genome assembly (Low

et al. 2019). This enabled us to assess the map coordinates

of the SNPs through intersecting the identical IDs in both stud-

ies. We then estimated the observed heterozygosity per SNP as

an indicator of local nucleotide diversity and compared these

SNPs of both river and swamp buffaloes with our sequence

data. This analysis confirmed an elevated homozygosity pat-

tern perfectly overlapping the candidate region on BBU2

(fig. 5B). This may suggest either convergent evolution in

both subspecies or a unique evolutionary event occurred be-

fore the divergence of river and swamp buffalo subspecies. To

explore this further, we examined the degree of local differ-

entiation between the two subspecies and found some local

haplotype similarity (supplementary fig. S7B, Supplementary

Material online), most likely suggesting an adaptation took

place prior to the divergence of river and swamp buffalo

subspecies.

A close look at the BBU2 sweep (fig. 5C) revealed two

separate signals emerging from the region. An extensively

swept region spanning �49.3–52.0 Mb overlaps the genes

of RAB23, PRIM2, and KHDRBS2, which play roles in the reg-

ulation of diverse cellular functions associated with intracellu-

lar membrane trafficking, the replication of DNA and the

regulation of alternative splicing, respectively. The second

sweep in the region is placed adjacently over �52.7–53.6

Mb and centralized over the OCA2 and HERC2 genes. The

OCA2-HERC2 system is a bold example of convergent evolu-

tion in mammalian species. Through a close interaction with

MC1R, they play a key role in skin and hair pigmentation for

adaptive response to UV exposure (reviewed in Sturm 2009;

Donnelly et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2016). Consistent with the

human model, molecular signatures of adaptation for pig-

mentation traits have been extensively reported in domestic

animals (Rubin et al. 2012; Qanbari et al. 2014 and 2019;

Liang et al. 2020), we therefore suggested the OCA2-HERC2

mechanism as one of the candidates for driving the evolution

of modern buffaloes.

The strong fixation signal or significantly reduced DNA var-

iability in the homologous genomic regions between buffalo

(BBU2:�49.3–52.0 Mb) and taurine cattle (BTA23:�2.4–3.1

Mb) implies that both buffalo and taurine cattle have likely

adapted to an unknown quality locally. This adaptation may

have evolved before their speciation and was conserved even

after their chromosomal rearrangements. Alternatively, this

shared pattern may be the result of a convergent evolution

after they diverged into separate species. In contrast, the

OCA2-HERC2 sweep (BBU2: 52.7–53.6 Mb corresponding

to BTA2: 0.5–1.0 Mb) was not observed in any of the five

bovine species (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary

Material online), denoting a locally divergent evolution of

the modern buffaloes. However, given the persistence of
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the OCA2-HERC2 sweep across all swamp and river buffaloes,

our results likely indicated an evolutionary event occurred

prior to the divergence of swamp and river buffalo subspecies.

Conclusions

This is the first genetic variant discovery study with an average

read depth of 9.2� in Iranian indigenous buffaloes. More

than 20.55 million SNPs were identified, including 63,097

missense, 707 stop-gain, and 159 stop-loss mutations.

Patterns of genetic differentiation and substructuring among

five Iranian buffalo populations indicated a clear separation of

Khuzestani, Azeri, and Mazandrani breeds from each other.

Fixation analysis revealed regions with aberrant patterns of

polymorphisms across the genomic regions on BBU2, 20,

and 21. We found molecular signatures of strong fixation in

the region of OCA2-HERC2 genes, suggestive of an adapta-

tion through the pigmentation mechanism. Given the persis-

tence of the fixation pattern observed locally at OCA2-HERC2

genes across all swamp and river buffaloes, we postulated

that an ancient evolutionary event has taken place before

the divergence of the two domestic water buffalo subspecies.

These results contributed to the understanding of major ge-

netic switches that took place during the evolution of modern

buffaloes.
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